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The next freshman class will be admitted to Rose on
July 9th. Every high school senior who will not be over
17 years and 9 months on July 1st or who is ineligible for
military service should plan to attend college. The Registrar
will be glad to correspond with those who are interested in
the study of engineering.
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Intelligence and Intelligence
Testing
by Ted W. Blickwedel, soph., Ch.E.
In Webster's Dictionary intelligence is defined as "the ability to
comprehend or understand", psychology books call it "the capacity
to learn new things", and a recent
article in Reader's Digest says "that
unusual powers of mental coordination and logic, and the ability to
summon these at will". These definition are true but one that is better
and which is more inclusive is this:
Intelligence is the mental power of
an individual which enables him to
clearly see into the facts of a new
and novel situation or problem, and
to devise an adequate method for
dealing with the situation or solving
the problem.
Intelligence is hard to define because it can be divided into several
classes. The three most common divisions are abstract, social, and
mechanical intelligence. Also, there
is an innate or native intelligence
which is actually the sum total of
the other three. It is this native intelligence that we attempt to define.
For years psychologists have been
at work devising tests with which
to measure the innate intelligence of
various individuals. The first important test of this kind was published in 1905 by Binet and Simon,
two French psychologists. Binet's
test consisted of 54 questions and
problems of increasing difficulty. He
tried his 54 tests on a group of children, and when he found a test that
was hard for six year olds, but which
could be passed by two-thirds to
three-fourths of the seven year olds,
and at which almost all the eight
year olds succeeded, he accepted it
as a fair measure of seven year old
intelligence. By using this sifting
process it was possible for him to
secure 5 tests for each age group
from three to ten years (excepting
age four for which there were only
MARCH, 1945

The I. Q. rating is familar to practically everyone, but few people understand the principle behind it. The
following discussion explains the
I. Q. test, as well as other methods
of intelligence testing and considers
intelligence in general. It will be
supplemented next month by an
article on scholastic aptitude tests
with special emphasis on engineering students.

4 tests), and also 5 for age twelve,
5 for fifteen, and 5 for adults.
Binet used questions that were in
no way indicative of "book learning", so that they would be true
measures of intelligence and not of
education.
The mental age scale was used
by Binet in calculating the intelligence of an individual from the results of the tests. Here is an example
of how the scoring worked. Each
test was given a certain value in
months of mental age. He would first
use the tests to discover the mental
age and then he would divide the
mental age by the chronological age
of the person being tested. The result would be the intelligence quotient or simply IQ as it more commonly called. Let's take for our example
a child who is two months beyond
his eighth birthday. If this child
passed all of the eight year old tests,
4 of the nine year tests, 2 of the ten
year group, and 1 of the twelve, his
IQ would be computed as follows:
Credit for all tests up to
eight years
7 yrs. 0 months
All the eight year old tests
1 yr.
4 of the nine year old tests
@ 2.4 mo. each
9.6 mo.
2 of the ten year old tests
@ 2.4 mo. each
4.8 mo.
1 of the twelve year old tests
@ 1.2 mo. each
1.2 mo.
MENTAL AGE
9 yrs. 3.6 mo.
This child would be credited with
a mental age of 9 years and four
months by dropping the decimal

point and rounding off. Then by dividing this mental age of 112 months
by the chronological age of 98
months we see that the resulting
IQ equals 1.14. For convenience the
decimal point is dropped so that the
IQ in this case then would simply be
114. If the mental age equals the
chronological age, then the IQ is
100 which is average.
The Binet tests, after being used
several thousand times, proved to be
too easy in the lower age groups and
too hard at the higher levels. Thus,
the average five year old tested six
years old mentally, and the average
twelve year old tested at a mental
age of eleven years.
To rectify this error in the tests,
Stanford University undertook the
task of revising them so that they
would be accurate at all age levels.
They also changed several of the
questions to a slight degree so that
they would apply to an American
child's environment instead of to
the French. Many years were spent
trying out these various questions so
that they would be placed in the
proper age group. The Stanford revision is an outstanding piece of
work in the field of psychology.
When conducted by a well-trained
operator, and under favorable circumstances, the result can be accepted as a true measure of intelligence.
There were, however, certain disadvantages to the Stanford revision.
Too much depended on the attitude
of the person giving the tests, but
the main fault lay in the fact that
it could be given to only one person
at a time. A type of test that could
be given to a group of people at the
same time was needed.
The first important work in the
field of group intelligence tests was
(Continued on Page 20)
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Concrete-piercing Fuzes
Germany's Siegfried line was
smashed at the Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland, more than a
year ago!
To be sure, Aberdeen's Siegfried
line was a test area of German pillboxes but the results proved with
a rubble of twisted steel and concrete-dust that American Artillery
could smash the "impregnable"
German westwall.
It was confirmed on the plains of
Normandy. Today's newspaper headlines show it is meeting the final test
against that famed Siegfried line
itself.
Now as our armies smash the
Siegfried wall, the secret can be
told. At least it can be partly told.
There's much that can't be told yet.
Our enemies will have to figure out
how it is done. Their chemists will
have to spend many weary hours
and days—perhaps months determining its composition and construction. Our enemies will have to make
their own tests of just what it will
do against various kinds of pillboxes
using various types of guns. They
can learn the hard way and we have

The speed with which our Armies
are moving through the German
Siegfried line is probably a surprise
to many Americans. Much of this
success may be explained by the
following article, which presents
one of the first accounts of the development and consequent use of the
anti-concrete fuze. The accompanying photographs show graphically
the effect of the fuze when placed on
high-explosive shells used to demolish a strong pillbox of the German type. Much of the development
work on the fuze was done by the
section of Capt. A. T. Wilson,
Rose, '40.

no desire to help them.
But today our enemies do know
that we have a means of pulverizing
their pillboxes. They've seen their
strong points blasted to rubble. They
know now we have a little fuse that
does it.
So now this phase of the security
can be lifted and all America can be
proud of a little device designed and
developed at the Aberdeen Proving
Ground—a little device you can easily hold in the palm of your hand.
It's an anti-concrete fuze about
the size of a large egg which can
turn an ordinary shell into a lethal
missle capable of blasting its Way

—U. S. Army Photo

Distance view of a pillbox showing the devastating effect of the anti-concrete
fuze developed at Aberdeen Proving Ground more than a year ago. About the size
of a large egg, the fuze may be used on 75 mm up to 240 mm shells.
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through concrete thicker than the
height of a man.
More than two years ago, our intelligence service reported the Germans were building an improved
type pillbox. It was more heavily
reinforced; its walls were thicker.
It was to be invulnerable to ordinary
artillery fire. Light artillery couldn't
reduce it. Heavy artillery could
pound it unsuccessfully for hours.
It was to become part of an impregnable German inner wall.
At that time it didn't look as if
Germany would ever need it. Sevastopol, considered the most powerful
land and sea fortress in the world
just had fallen to the Germans and
the Red armies were being pushed
on all sides. Axis forces had captured El Alamein, last British fortification before the gates of Egypt.
. . . the Dieppe raid had failed . . .
mid-summer of 1942 was the high
water mark of the Nazis . . . D day
for the United Nations was far, far
distant.
But Army Service Forces looks
far, far ahead. Weapons of tomorrow
comes from developments of today.
There would come a day—perhaps
in months or perhaps in years, when
armies of the United Nations would
be hammering at the Siegfried line.
It might take all the time available
to solve this problem, perfect the
solution and get it into mass production.
From Army Service Forces went
word to Major General Levin H.
Campbell, chief of Ordnance, "Give
us the guns and shells to smash concrete." From General Campbell went
word to his Research and Development Division headed by Major General G. M. Barnes to start work.
Ordnance had already provided
Army Ground forces with a range
of guns from the swift, snappy 37s
to the hard-hitting 240 mm howitzers. It had provided plenty of shells
—each to do a special job.
Included were armor piercing
shells. These shells would penetrate
THE ROSE TECHNIC

couldn't knock out. Tests started.
Slabs of concrete were shelled and
bombed from little guns and by big
bombs and little bombs. Then came
tests of the pillboxes.
Watching burst after burst, Col.
Eddy, Col. John G. Cave, Chief of
the Arms and Ammunition Division,
1st Lt. Lorin A. Watson, assisting,
and C. E. Hawk, the assistant engineer in direct charge of the firing
tests for the Aberdeen Proving
Ground, felt there must be a better
solution to the problem than creating a brand new shell with all the
—U. S. Army Photo
delays and production problems a
pillbox.
German
known
any
nger
than
the
pillbox—stro
of
view
special anti-concrete shell would inThis is a "before"
Ordinary artillery could pound it unsuccessfully for hours.
cur.
pillboxes effectively but they would
not reduce them to rubble. Although
an armor piercing shell might enter
a pillbox and temporarily knock it
out of commission, it still remained
a barrier to tanks and stubborn defenders could rush back in and even
use the penetration holes for added
gun ports. In short, while the armor
piercing shell was good—it was not
good enough for the job that needed
to be done.
Esentially, the trouble was that
the armor piercing shell was so
heavy in itself that its charge of
high explosive was small. On the
other hand, a high explosive shell
would not break through thick layers of concrete.
The Ordnance Research and Development Center at the Aberdeen
Proving Ground does not have to
wait for orders to start thinking
about problems of the future. Its
scientists and skilled workers had
been thinking about the concrete
problem for months. Some tests had
been made on concrete slabs under
the direction of Col. George G. Eddy,
now Director of the huge development center and at that time, its
proof director.
Then came the orders from General Barnes to Major General
Charles T. Harris, Jr., Commanding
General of the Aberdeen Proving
Ground, to have more than a dozen
German-type pillboxes built on
Aberdeen's Gunpowder Neck near
the mouth of Cheseapeake Bay.
MARCH, 1945

If there was only some way that
Intelligence agents in Europe sent
ordinary high explosive shell
the
of
ns
plans of the exact specificatio
be driven into the concrete
could
pillboxes
various types of German
on Page 22)
(Continued
used. Engineers built these replicas
e ven stronger
than the originals.
The strongest
concrete possible
was used. It was
carefully mixed
and poured over
heavy steel reinforcement bars.
It was thoroughly dried and preserved. It was
tested for compressive strength
running from
more than 4,000
to nearly 7,000
pounds per
square inch.
Then dirt was
piled along the
sides and over
the tops for a
depth of several
feet.
Embrazures
for gun ports
specially
were
reinforced to
withstand assault. In fact,
—U. S. Army Photo
the Engineers
were told to Here's what a little device, known as the anti-concrete fuze,
today. Designed and
build pillboxes is doing to Siegfried Line strong pointsMaryland,
shells armed
developed at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
that Ordnance with the fuze pulverized A.P.G.'s version of the German pillbox.
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PHANTOM VIEW OF FLYING BOMB:
(A) Light alloy or wooden nose, (B) warhead, (C) fuel tank through which main wing spar passes, (DD) high pressure
air tanks, (E) automatic pilot chamber, (F) control section, (G) jet-propulsion engine, and (HH) sheet-steel main wings.

V - 1 and V - 2
by Robert Bannister, soph., Ch.E.
During the early hours of June
13, 1944 several flying bombs
landed in Southern England. Intensive attacks were initiated on June
17 and continued incessantly until
the end of August, at which time
invasion forces in France began
capturing the launching bases of
the V-1 bomb. During this period,
5,479 persons were killed and 15,934
injured, while more than 23,000
houses were destroyed and an additional 1,104,000 damaged. Several
weeks later, a bombardment of V-2
rocket bombs was begun. These
bombs, having a longer range than
V-1 bombs, were fired from bases
as far away as Germany. According
to war reports, these bombs continued to kill an average of about
Page 6

Two or three years ago jet propulsion was considered impractical
by most scientists and few laymen
had been introduced to the term. Today, however, V-1 and V-2 are
among the most familar terms in
our vocabularies and since the introduction of these "terror" weapons
by the Nazis, much fragmentary
literature has been published about
them. In this article, a complete but
brief report of the construction and
operation of these bombs and of
their effects is presented by Mr.
Bannister.

flying bombs at Peenemiinde, on an
island in the Baltic. When the nature
of the work there had become evident, a strong force of bombers attacked the station, destroying valuable equipment and personnel.
By November the Germans had
begun the construction of a chain of
concrete launching bases. These
were destroyed by air bombardment,
but later launching sites were so well
camouflaged that it was practically
19 persons daily throughout January. impossible to detect their presence
The first intimations of the new from the air before they actually had
long-range bombardment weapon been put into operation. All through
known as V-1 came from British the winter and the spring intensive
secret agents in April, 1943. Recon- bombing was continued against supnaissance and aerial photography ply dumps, bomb plants, and transsoon afterwards detected a large ex- portation facilities. Meanwhile, prepperimental station for developing arations were begun for the defense
THE ROSE TECHNIC

of London, which was known to be
the chief proposed target. Three
lines of defense were established:
(1) a balloon barrage immediately
outside the capitol, (2) a belt of
anti-aircraft guns, and (3) a zone
patrolled by fighter planes.
During the eighty days of heaviest
bombardment, from June 12 to the
end of August, more than 8,000 V-1
bombs were launched—an average
of 100 per day. According to official
British sources, 2,300 (29()/()of these
got through to the London area,
25% were inaccurate or erratic, and
the remaining 46% were destroyed
by the combined defense belts. The
efficiency of the defenses increased
so much that relatively few bombs
got through to London near the end
of the bombardment.

Details of V-1 Construction
The perfected flying bomb finally
employed by the Germans is essentially a small, pilotless monoplane
with a jet engine mounted above the
fuselage. It has an overall length of
about 25 ft. and a wingspread of 17.7
ft. The fuselage is 21.5 ft. long and
2.7 ft. wide at the widest point. The
power unit surmounting the fuselage
is 11.25 ft. long and has a maximum
diameter of 1.9 ft. Most of the plane
is constructed of sheet steel, which
increases the facility of fabrication
and reduces cost.
The nose of the flying bomb contains a magnetic compass and is
made of wood or light metal alloy
so that the compass may operate
effectively to guide the plane. Directly behind the nose is the warhead,
which contains approximately one
ton of explosive. Behind this is the
fuel tank, which has a capacity of
130 Imp. gal. (about 160 U. S. gal.)
The main wing spar, to which are
attached the ribs of the wing, passes
directly through the tank. The wings,
which have no ailerons, consist of
1/16-in, thick steel welded to the
ribs. Directly back of the wings are
two large spherical compressed air
bottles which release air to carry
fuel to the propulsion unit. Bands
of piano wire are wound about the
bottles to enable them to take high
pressures. The next compartment
MARCH, 1945

contains the automatic pilot, which
includes penumatic gyroscopes and
height and range setting controls.
A strut extends above the forward
part of this section to support the
front end of the propulsion unit. The
back end of the unit is supported on
the fin, which is hinged at the end
to form the rudder.
The propulsion unit, which is entirely external to the fuselage, is
probably the most interesting part
of the bomb from the technical viewpoint. It is a true jet-propulsion engine, since, unlike the rocket, it does
not carry its own oxygen supply.
Its chief interest lies in its remarkable simplicity. The gasoline (which
is rather low-grade) is carried by
compressed air up into the propulsion unit through a tube in the supporting spar and sprayed through
jets into the combustion chamber.

The forward thrust of the bomb
forces air through a grid of very
thin, overlapping steel leaves into
the combustion chamber, where the
gasoline and the air are ignited and
explode. The pressure from the explosion forces the steel leaves to
press against each other, closing
the opening in the grid. The pressure
of the gas then forces it out the rear
exit of the tube, and the reaction
pushes the bomb forward. As the
pressure is relieved, the force of the
air at the front of the tube again
pushes the steel leaves apart and
more air enters the chamber to explode a new charge of gasoline. The
initial charges are exploded before
launching by a spark plug. As soon
as the tube is heated, the bomb is
launched, and subsequent charges
are exploded by the hot tube walls.
Explosions take place about 45 times

—Press A880ciation, Inc.

New American robot bomb similar to the Nazi V-1 bomb. It is shown releasing
its undercarriage, which is used to facilitate launching.
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Artist's conception of the V-2 bomb.

per second.
High air speed is needed to maintain enough pressure at the grid to
force open the steel flaps. It is estimated that the minimum speed
which will maintain sufficient pressure is 150 m. p. h. Below this speed
the bomb stalls and goes out of control. To get the bomb into the air
at this speed, it is catapulted from
a ramp—possibly by expdosives.
Once in the air, it rapidly accelerates
to as high as 350-400 m. p. h. Even
in full flight, however, the V-1 bomb
has not proved to be very steady.
Fighter pilots soon discovered that
by flying close alongside a bomb and
tilting it over with a wing tip, they
could send it out of control. The
same result can be obtained by diving close to the bomb, catching it in
the backwash of the propellers.
The flight distance of the bomb is
determined by some kind of timing
mechaMsm—probably a Windmill
device on the nose which depresses
the elevators after a set number of
revolutions, sending the bomb into
a dive. Usually the gasoline flows
away from the propulsion unit as the
plane dives, giving warning by cutting out the engine. Occasionally the
motor continues to operate, putting
terrific power behind the dive. At
Page 8

other times the bomb cuts off its
motor before diving, so that it goes
into a noiseless, gentle glide which
gives no warning of its approach.
The bomb is equipped with a sensitive detonator which explodes the
warhead on contact, causing maximum blast damage.
V-1 is by its very nature a terror
weapon. Hits on vital war targets
can be achieved only by sheer
chance, since V-1 at its best has an
error of several thousand yards. For
terror attacks on such congested
areas as London, however, it is effective. The Nazis equipped every tenth
bomb with a radio to check on the
flight accuracy of the bombs so that
a maximum number would land
within the London district.

The V-2 Rocket Bomb
About the beginning of September
so many of the launching bases had
been captured by the invasion
forces in France that the Germans
were forced to discontinue the V-1
bombardment for the most part.
Bases within Germany are too far
from England for V-1, since its maximum range is only 150 miles. A
small bombardment was kept up by
launching the bombs from bombers
ethod
iA'Li1IlIILII

—Press Association. Inc.

of launching was less accurate and
could be effectively combated by
sending out fighters to shoot down
the bombers. Within a few weeks,
however, the Germans had initiated
a new weapon, known as V-2.
V-2 is a true rocket, since it carries its own oxygen supply as well
as fuel. Its range may be as high as
250 miles or more. The rocket is
launched vertically, or nearly so,
under its own power. It rapidly accelerates, reaching a speed of more
than a mile per second. The vertical
direction is continued for only about
a minute after the take-off, during
which time the rocket climbs above
the troposphere (the relatively dense
layer of air surrounding the earth's
surface). In the strathsphere steering vanes alter the flight angle to
about 45° in the direction of the target. Before the rocket reaches the
peak of its trajectory, it uses up all
its fuel andcontinues flight by reason of its momentum. Its maximum
height is 60 to 70 miles, which is
higher than any man-made missle
has heretofore reached. On the way
down it first gains speed because of
gravitation, then slows down somewhat due to air resistance. The landing speed is only about 1000 m.p.h.,
(Continued on Page 22)
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Power

Line Lighting Protection
by Lubo Chelich, Sr., E.E.
Condensed by Robert A. Manhart, Sr., E.E.

The transmission of electricity
from the power plant to the consumer is complicated by the fact
that a stroke of lightning on a power
line of a distribution system will
produce an enormous current and
voltage in the line. The story of the
lightning arrester, a small but effective lightning protective device used
in conjunction with almost every
transformer, is presented in this
article. Of special interest are its
operation and methods of installation.

For satisfactory service, electricity
must be available to the consumer
at all times. In order to accomplish
this, protective devices must be
placed at all points in the distribution system where faults may occur.
A stroke of lightning on a power line
of a distribution system will produce
an enormous current and voltage in
the line in a fraction of a second.
These high currents and voltages
are very destructive, and unless
proper precautions are taken to
avoid these extreme conditions,
severe damage may result.
Power is sent over distribution
systems at an extremely high voltage, to reduce the transmission loss
in the wires. Copper loss in the
transmission line varies as the square
of the current; therefore small currents are desired. For the same
power transmitted, the current will
be reduced in about the same ratio
that the voltage is raised. The consumer can not use power at these
high voltages, because of safety and
insulation problems. Therefore large
transformers must be placed at substations in cities, where the transmission-line voltage is considerably
reduced for transmission through the
city. For each consumer, or group
of consumers, another transformer
is provided, which reduces the voltage again, to the common supply
voltage. The consumer receives his
power from a direct connection to
these transformers.
From this discussion, it may be
seen that many transformers are
MARCH, 1945

needed in the distribution of elec- rester is very important. Every sectrical power. Since these trans- tion of the arrester plays an importformers are connected directly to the ant part in protecting the distributransmission lines, it means that tion line from lightning or any other
every transformer is a potential abnormal transient voltages.
The general construction of the
source of line failure if a lightning
Crystal Valve lightning arrester is
flash occurs on the line.
The lightning arrester, a small but shown in Figue 1. The type shown
very effective protective device, is is used on a 2400 volt distribution
used in conjunction with almost circuit. Arresters for higher voltage
every transformer. The purpose of ratings are built on the same general
the arrester is to deflect to the principles, but, because of their
ground the sudden rush of current higher rating, are greater in length,
and voltage caused by a lightning have a longer characteristic or valve
element, and have a longer spark
flash on the line.
gap assembly to provide for the
Construction of Crystal Valve higher arc-over voltage. Particular
Lightning Arrester
care is taken in the construction of
The assembly of the lightning ar- the arrester to see that moisture enSealing gasket.
Copper cap crimped over body.

\Vet process porcelain cap with
drip petticoat.

High melting
point plastic sealing compound.

Drawn copper
line lead shield.

High speed multiple gap arcing
unit.

Flexible line
lead conductor.

Arcing unit completely assembled on steatite supports.
Line contact plate and seal
for Crystallite.

Wet process porcelain
body with corrugated
surface.

"T-Grain Crystallite" valve
element.

Steel mounting bracket.
hot dip galvanized.

Ground contact plate.

High melting point plastic
compound for sealing.
Non-plastic cement for mechanical strength.
Name plate with type, rating and date.
Phosphor bronze lock
washer.
Ground wire clamping nut,
non-removable type.

Main ground stud member.
Drip petticoat on body.
Ground wire clamping
support.
Ground wire clamp.
Moulded Bakelite ground
stud cover.
Snap-on lock for stud
cover.

Fig. 1. Sectional view of typical crystal valve lightning arrester.
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trance is made impossible. This is
accomplished by using both gasket
and plastic shields. Both the upper
porcelain cap and the lower end of
the arrester body are provided with
drip petticoats in order to keep both
the upper and lower sealing surfaces comparatively dry during wet
weather.

be used instead, because then in case
of failure the heat generated within
the unit will cause the porcelain seal
to crack, thereby permitting the
ground end of the arrester to drop
away, and opening the arrester circuit from line to ground. A solid
ground lead or even a flexible
ground lead which is stapled to the
pole or cross arm close to the arIn the Crystal Valve arrester a
rester may prevent this intended
spark gap (or gaps) is placed in
operation and cause a circuit outage.
series with the crystallite element.
The multiple spark gap structures Operation
are used in all types of arresters and
The operation of a lightning arare important because of their high
can best be illustrated by an
rester
speed action under impulse condiexample.
Assume that a lightning
tions. The spark gap assemblies are
set
free on a circuit and
surge
is
built upon a steatite support with
wave
of voltage reaches the
the
that
separators built between the electhe
line
on
at which the arpoint
trodes. The discharge electrodes
is
connected.
rester
In an extremely
themselves have large arcing sur1/4 microtime
(approximately
short
faces and are capable of handling
second)
the
voltage
will
build up
many lightning discharges with little
point
where
it
to
the
will
arc over
deterioration.
the gap in the arrester. The magniThe most vital part of the arrester tude of the impulse voltage required
is its characteristic or valve element. to arc over the arrester gap is
This active element in the Crystal slightly higher than the crest value
Valve arrester is a highly refractory of the 60 cycle voltage. This voltage
crystalline material to which the is known as the "impulse breakdown
name crystallite has been given. This voltage" of the arrester. Immediately
material is formed at the tempera- the crystallite begins to function and
ture of the electric arc, and is an the surge current begins to flow to
extremely stable and practically in- ground. The surge voltage applied
ert chemical compound. The tem- to the terminal of the arrester conperature of formation for this com- tinues to increase as the crest of the
pound is approximately 3400° F., surge approaches the point of the
and the temperature required for line at which the arrester is connectdissociation is approximately 4050° ed. As the surge voltage increases,
F.
the resistance of the crystallite deWires from the arrester ground creases, permitting more and more
lead to the earth should be of No. of the surge energy to flow to
6 copper or larger and should be ground. This energy by-passing limrun in as short a path as possible. its the voltage impressed on the
Sharp angles in a ground wire should protected apparatus to a safe value.
be avoided because ordinarily they In this particular case readings takincrease the physical length of the en by an oscillogram showed a maxiwire path. Solid wires should never mum voltage across the arrester of
be used for connecting the ground 10,800 volts. The entire cycle of
terminal of a lightning arrester to operation for this example took 30
a ground wire. A flexible lead should microseconds.
SEC.

_PHASE

causes for failures in transformer
operations are fuse blowouts and
shorts in the transformer primary.
Fuse blowouts only temporarily put
the transformer out of operation,
but a short in a transformer makes
necessary its replacement. The primary winding will short because its
insulation is small as compared with
the insulation of the outer leads.
When a surge voltage is suddenly
applied, this light insulation will
puncture and cause a short.

Methods of Installing
Lightning Arresters
There are four generally used
methods of installing lightning arresters which provide a "balanced"
protection. One of the most common,
found in the protection of transformers connected to a common
neutral circuit, is shown in Figure 2.
Here the primary neutral is common
to the grounded secondary, and the
primary is a solidly grounded Y circuit. The tank is solidly grounded to
the grounded common neutral. One
phase arrester is connected as
shown. Under these conditions the
surge voltage existing between the
primary phase and the tank and that
between the primary and the secondary windings are strictly limited
by the primary phase arrester.
On many circuits not employing a
common neutral, it is desired to
operate with grounded tanks. This
condition is shown in Figure 3. Here
the voltages are limited between the
primary conductors and the tank,
between the primary conductors and
the secondary neutral, and between
the secondary neutral and the tank.
If the primary lightning arrester
ground is omitted, all discharges will
be conducted to ground through the
grounded secondary neutral. If the
primary arrester ground is used, the
isolating gap will operate only under
conditions of high ground resistance
or heavy surge current flow. In this

Fuse Blowouts and
Transformer Shorts

NEUTRAL
SEC.

NEUTRAL

PHASE
ARRESTER

INT ERCONNECTION

Fig. 2.
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SECONDARY
NEUTRAL
GROUNDS

Because so many transformers
are used in a distribution system, it
is logical that the transformer will
be the unit most likely to fail during
lightning storms. The two main

PHASE
ARRESTERS

D._
ISOLATING
GAP

Fig. 3.
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SEC.

PHASE

NEUTRAL
SEC.

PHASE

PHASE
ARRESTERS

TANK
GROUNDING
GAP

Fig. 4.

SECONDARY
NEUTRAL
GROUNDS

tive devices was undertaken by a
committee and a report made giving
the possible means of reducing the
use of critical materials for replacing and repairing old lightning arresters. The review of the committee
showed the following results: (a)
the application of arresters on the
basis of their rating, co-ordinated
with the overvoltage of the system,
will reduce to a slight degree the
number of arrester units required
on new work and make available
some arrester units now in service
for spares or new installations, (b)
with a closer application of arresters
on the basis of their voltage rating,
better protection will be provided to
protected equipment and this should
result in fewer equipment failures
and, consequently, less need for
critical materials, (c) the use of linetype arresters instead of stationtype is a direct saving of material
in the arresters themselves as well
as in possible savings in steel mounting members and structures, (d)
the use of lower-rated arresters also
will result in lower insulation requirements of equipment such as
transformers, (e) the applying of
protection on equipment not already
protected can result in an indirect
savings, (f) rebuilding of old arresters provides greater protection to
existing equipment and eliminates
the requirement of critical material
for new modern arresters, and (g)
the omission and removal of ground
leads from arresters already connected to well grounded metal.

case the voltage existing between
the arrester ground terminal or tank
and the secondary neutral is higher
than the flashover voltage of the
gap.
Figure 4 shows connections where
the primary arresters are grounded
to the tank, and the tanks are connected to ground through an isolating gap. These connections are used
generally where the arresters are
mounted on ungrounded transformer
tanks. The phase arresters limit the
surge voltage from the primary to
the tank, and the tank voltage above
ground is limited by the flashover
voltage of the tank grounding gap.
When a high resistance ground develops on the grounding gap, the
potential of the tank will rise, flashover of the secondary bushing will
occur, and the surge will flow to
ground over the grounded secondary
neutral.
Figure 5 gives the same degree
of "balanced" protection as is shown
in Figure 3 by grounding the lightning arrester to earth and grounding
the tank to the ground terminal of
the arrester through the isolating
gap. To prevent secondary bushing
flashover under conditions of high
primary arrester ground resistance
The report makes the following
an additional protective gap may be
conclusion:
"It should be kept in
connected between the tank and the
mind that, in applying some of these
grounded secondary neutral as
suggestions, the failure rate of the
shown by the dotted lines.
lightning arrester will increase, but
The system of "balanced" protection may successfully and safely be in the long run the effect will be of
employed where well designed and considerable benefit to the war
strongly insulated lightning arrest- effort."
ers are used.

Conclusion
Lightning Protective
Devices In Wartime

The ultimate goal of constant research is to develop the unit in
Under present wartime conditions question to the highest possible dethe need for conserving critical ma- gree of perfection. The lightning arterials is a factor of great impor- rester is not a perfect lightning protance. It was for this reason that a tector. In a lightning storm the mareview of lightning arrester protec- jority of the high currents and voltMARCH, 1945

PHASE
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PHASE
ARRESTERS

T T
PROTECTIVE
GAPS

Fig. 5.

ages impressed on a distribution line
are induced voltages from a stroke
of lightning near the line. When a
line is actually struck by a lightning
bolt, the current and voltage are so
high that sometimes the arrester
only deflects a small portion of the
surge. Enough of the high current
gets through to cause a short in the
transformer primary or a fuse blowout.
Lightning arresters are very convenient to install. They are small in
size, which permits them to be installed on crowded poles, and they
are light in weight. Practically no
maintenance is required, and there
are practically no inspection costs
hecause the only inspection that
need be given can be made from the
ground.

Big Generators for Russia
The famous Soviet Dnieprostroy
hydroelectric development, demolished by U.S.S.R. forces in 1941, and
further destroyed when the German
invaders were driven from the
Ukraine in 1943, is to be rebuilt.
The nine new generators, to be built
by General Electric at Schenectady,
will be rated 90,000 kva each, 16
per cent more than the earlier ones.
Weighing more than 1000 tons each,
they will exceed all existing machines in both diameter and total
weight.

X-Ray Through 12-inch Steel
Outstanding in industrial X-rays
built during 1944 was construction
of the first 2,000,000-volt X-ray unit,
a more flexible and powerful tube
for the speedy radiographic examination of castings and metal structures. The new unit weighs only
5000 pounds and can be used for
the radiographic inspection of steel
up to 12 inches in thickness.
Page 11

Research and Development
by Keith Sutton, soph., Ch.E.
Many Inventions, Improvements to Aid War Effort

as the barrel. Weighing only 35 ing defensive fire control system,
pounds when loaded, the 4.5 inch which makes it possible for an
can be carried and fired by individual gunner to concentrate
Smoke generators have been de- weapon
man.
one
fire from more than one turret on
veloped but they were large mobile
gunner has
The paratroop model bazooka dif- a single target. All the
units. Last year, a truly portable
enemy
moving
swiftly
get
the
is
to
do
one was developed by the Chemical fers from its predecessors in that it
trigthe
press
and
sight
his
plane
in
Warfare Service. It is small enough can be folded, important when it is
brainmechanical
and
Electronic
ger.
to be carried in the back of a jeep being carried through dense underdevices in the system make
and to be concealed behind a bush brush or over jungle trail. It first like
for lead, gravity, windcorrections
or in a dugout, but yet is powerful saw action in the invasion of France.
aiming the guns
parallax,
and
age
The flying bazooka consists of a
enough to blot out an area five miles
the bullets will
of
path
the
that
so
long and 200 yards wide. About cluster of three tubes, each ten feet
plane.
enemy
the
rip
through
1/20 as bulky as the large smoke long, of a special fire-resistant paper
generator, it produces half as much plastic. One cluster is attached to
Thermostat Saves Five
smoke as its big brother. With slid- each wing of any of a number of
Pounds
of Weight
ing handles, it can also be carried in types of planes. Firing is controlled
A savings of nearly half the
by the pilot in the same manner as
stretcher fashion by two men.
weight
of dynamotors for airplane
machine
guns,
simwing
Added to the infantry rocket he fires his
radios
has
been made possible by
trigger
in
the
launcher, or "bazooka," are other ply by pressing the
the
use
of
a
thermostat. This device
can
be
types, including the paratroop model, control stick. All six barrels
weighs
less
than
three ounces and is
the flying bazooka, and the portable fired simultaneously or they can be
the
about
diameter
of a twenty-five
field-artillery type. All these were fired individually by aiming. The
piece,
cent
one-half
inch thick. In
engineered, developed and produced rocket projectiles can also be used
normal
service
the
dynamotor is
as bombs, the pilot dropping them
recently.
only
used
intermittently.
If the
The grenade launcher for field on the target.
radio designers had positive assurAnother great achievement is the ance that the dynamotor would
artillery consists of a four-foot tube
and a tripod mounting. The projec- central control gunnery system for never, on some test or by some
tile is three feet long, nearly as long the Army Air Forces B-29's, which needless operation, be used continuis making it poss- ously, it could be made to weight
ible for the super- 71/) pounds instead of 12. To achieve
fortresses to carry this truly worthwhile gain, designers
out long range borrowed from their industrial exbombing missions perience and placed a thermostat of
against Japanese the Thermoguard type inside the
industrial centers dynamotor so that if the dynamotor
without fighter es- gets too hot it is simply disconnected
corts.
from the line. Normally thermal proWith this syn- tection is not required for dynachronized
elec- motors, which are simply rotating
trical equipment, machines for changing direct-curAAF gunners man rent voltages and hence have no
the guns in five connection to a mechanical load
turrets from re- that might stall the rotor.
Although dynamotors have been
motely located
sighting stations used by the hundreds of thousands
in the pressurized in this war and, therefore, are highinterior of the ly perfected rotating machines, engiplane. Maximum neers under relentless pressure to
combat teamwork reduce weight of air-borne appais achieved by the ratus are still finding ways to trim
—Cut Courtesy General Electric
gunners through off a few ounces now and then. In
The new folding bazooka, left, is far more handy than
this interconnect- one case last year they reduced the
the old, right, in dense brush and along jungle trails.
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pumping water into the tanks from
the sea and swishing it from three
port tanks to three
starboard tanks and
back again at regular intervals. For
extra stubborn ice,
additional water
can be transferred
from single tanks
located in fore and
aft compartments.
When a breaker
—Cut Courtesy General Electric
is once wedged into the ice, the fricFoxhole Smoke Generator.
tion of the hull of
radio
the ice tends to
the
against
a
vessel
for
dynamotor
weight of a
a very diffihold
making
it
fourth—from
thus
fast,
a
nearly
receiver by
to back
two
trying
when
cult
under
situation
slightly
2 pounds to
1
2/
of
can be
vessel
amount
of
out.
If
the
the
hull
the
this
pounds. To do
preventing
in
cut
all
was
times,
at
core
moving
kept
active iron in the
half; the core was shortened from the necessity of overcoming starting
4 to 5/8 inches. To get the same friction, the vessel can be easily
11/
power out of the lessened material withdrawn from the ice or can prothe speed was increased from 6000 ceed on its ice-breaking operations.
to 9000 rpm. Other fractions of It is for this reason that heeling
ounces were whittled out of the pumps are installed on large iceframe by mechanical redesign. To breaking vessels, pumping water
get rid of the higher losses (due to back and forth between large tanks
increased friction and windage at located high and outboard, and prothe greater speed) from a smaller ducing a rolling motion. This keeps
radiating surface, a tiny fan is the hull constantly moving, reduces
pressed over one end of the rotor.
the necessity of overcoming starting
Such weight savings do not come friction to keep the vessel free and
about without some sacrifice in per- produces a shoulder action to help
formance, in this case a decline in break the ice.
overall efficiency from 50 to 38 per
The pump used for fore and aft
cent. This sounds bad until it is tanks produces a pitching rather
realized that it means but an additional seven watts loss.

than a rolling motion, with the additional advantage of holding the
bow at the proper level for ice
breaking.
In addition to the installatitms of
the four seagoing ice breakers, heeling and trimming equipment is
aboard another new Coast Guard
ice breaker, built for duty on the
Great Lakes. This ship will be used
for assisting lake vessels during the
ice season and undoubtedly will help
to increase the flow of ore between
the mines in the West and the blast
furnaces of the steel mills in the
East.
On the Great Lakes breaker, four
electric drive pumps are used to
transfer 400 tons of water from port
to starboard and back again in a
total of four minutes. The fore and
after pump can transfer 150 tons of
water in a completed cycle of 16
minutes.
The reversing action of the pumps
on the seagoing breakers is much
faster. Three pumps driven by electric motors are used to push 240 tons
of water from port tanks to starboard tanks and starboard to port,
the complete cycle taking only three
minutes.
Designed especially for this unusual task, the pumps are of a propeller type with low head and high
capacity and are reversible in that
they pump in either direction. The
symmetrical runners and shafting
(Continued on Page 26)

New Coast Guard Ice Breakers to Carry Ship-Rocking
Device
The Coast Guard is "pumping the
ocean" into four new ice breakers to
free the ships from ice traps encountered during their wartime job
of aiding navigation in frigid northern waters. With the help of large
outboard tanks into which the water
is pumped, a sort of slow motion
maritime teeter-totter effect is achieved to rock the vessels loose.
Marine engineers term this effect
"heeling". Heeling refers to traverse
roll, longitudinal pitch is trimming.
The rocking effect is achieved by

MARCH, 1945

B-29 supercortress Electrical Central Control aunnery System
—Cut Courtesy General Electric
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Campus Survey
by C. Gordon Hayes, soph., E.E.
New Class at Rose
On Jan. 29 promptly at eight
A. M. the members of the new freshman class began a new and important part of their life—college. Fifteen men signed up in this class
bring the students enrolled in Rose
to a total of fifty-one.
After their registration, a special
meeting was held in which Dr. D. B.
Prentice, president of Rose, welcomed the new men to Rose. Following this the new students were given
scholastic aptitude tests to determine
what groups they should be put in
to best help in their course. In the
afternoon they were given their
physical examination for R.O.T.C.
and were issued their military equipment if they passed.
On Tuesday morning the sophomores called a meeting of the freshmen in order to acquaint them with
the customs and traditions of Rose
as only sophomores can do. For a
long time we have held the belief at
Rose that only the sophomores truly
understand the psychology of the
freshman mind. Because of this the
sophomores have always had the
privilege and honor of guiding the
freshmen. Since the sophomores
slightly exceed the freshmen in number, matters worked out very well.
The sophomores and freshmen readily arrived at an understanding concerning the carrying of matches,
wearing of garters, wearing of green
caps, although they have not come
in yet, and various other traditions.
Although the lake was untenable due
to the weather, the sophomores have
found other ways with which to discipline the freshmen. To these new
freshmen, the Technic, on behalf of
the student body and the faculty,
wishes the best of luck and a pleasant college life at Rose.

the First Baptist Church on Thursday evenings at eight o'clock. Although the number of men coming
is small the quality of their work
has been very good. The club is very
glad to see the new freshmen taking
an interest in the club. Several of
them have been coming to the rehearsals and they show much promise. Robert Manhart, the business
manager of the club, has had several
offers for concerts already. Mr. Taflinger, the director of the club, says
that in a few weeks the boys will be
in shape to present their first concert of the new year. Here's wishing
them the best of luck for their new
season.

with Indiana State Teachers College.
On Saturday, Feb. 10 the boys participated in a debate held at Indiana
State Teachers College.
The four men representing Rose
were Jack Ice, Joe Durra, Fred
Maienschein, and Ted Blickwedel.
Jack and Joe debated the negative
side and won two out of three debates. Fred and Ted debated for the
affirmative. They lost to DePauw
and Manchester and beat Ill. Normal. This gives them a fifty percent
rating. Congratulations and keep up
the good work.

Theta Xi

Kappa chapter of Theta Xi is
proud to announce the formal initiaDebate Club
tion of Brother Jack Doerffler of
The Rose Tech Debate Club has Fort Wayne, Ind. Brother Doerffler
been very active this year. Under was initiated on February 5, 1945.
the guidance of Rev. Brown the The actives are happy to have him
boys have been doing very well. as a brother and wish to congratuThey have been having practice de- late him at this time.
The chapter regrets to lose Brothbates among the members every
week at the meetings. They have er Max Duggins to the service.
(Continued on Page 26)
also had a few non-decision debates

Glee Club
The Rose Poly Glee Club has
been holding weekly rehearsals at
Page 16
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Fighting moisture and fungus
communication's jungle enemies
Ever-present dangers to military communications are the twin enemies of the
jungle—moisture and fungus. By impairing the efficient working of telephones
and radios, they can halt vital messages
as effectively as cutting the wires.
The long experience of Bell Labora-

tories engineers in designing telephone
equipment for use under all climatic
conditions has helped the Signal Corps
counter-attack these jungle enemies.
Lessons learned in this wartime emergency will aid in building better communications equipment for war and peace.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
"Service to the Nation in Peace and War"
MARCH, 1945
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Alumni News
by Brice Rumble, soph., E.E.
The Grads Advance
Lehner, Curtis W.,
m.e., has been appointed southeastern
manager for the Home Radio
Division, Westinghouse Electric &
,
FManufacturing Company.
Mr. Lehner will maintain headquarters in Atlanta and serve North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Louisiana and
parts of Tennessee and Mississippi.
A native of Terre Haute, Ind., Mr.
Lehner has spent 20 years in electrical appliance merchandising field,
serving as both manufacturers' and
distributors' representative.
From 1924 to 1934 he was on the
appliance sales staff of Westinghouse
at Mansfield, Ohio. Since 1934 he
has been with the Westinghouse
Electric Supply Company, merchandising subsidiary of the parent organization, serving 1934 to 1938 as
II
New England merchandise manager
at Boston; and since 1938 as southeastern district appliance and lamp
manager with headquarters in Atlanta.

crew when their Liberator B-24
bomber crashed somewhere in the
Southwest Pacific. Lt. Karns was in
the hospital for six weeks. He expects to be home soon to see all his
friends and especially his new son,
Harris Jr.
John R. White, c.e.,
is entering the Army
Specialized Training
Program and will attend Duke University.

2

In The Service
Lt. Col. Paul D. Bennett,
c.e., commanding an amphibious engineer combat
battalion which landed in Normandy on D-day has been awarded
the Bronze Star Medal for "meritorious service in connection with
military operations against the
enemy."
His battalion cleared obstacles,
fought off savage German counterattacks, built roads and helped supply the advancing armies which
routed the enemy from France.
Lt. Col. Bennett entered active
• service November 5, 1942, as a captain and was assigned to an engineer
service regiment. He was promoted
to major five months later and attended the engineer school at Ft.
Belvoir, Virginia, completing a field

'36
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Recent Visitors
'09 Woody, Guy V., e.e.
'11 Ker, Henry W., c.e.
'17 Davis, Raymond S., m.e.
'28 King, William L., c.e.
'36 Roberts, Jack, e.e.
'37 Lotze, Albert, e.e.
'38
Wittenbrock, Norman G.,
Curtis W. Lehner
ch.e.
'42 Wood, Arthur M.
officers course with an academic
'44 Hegarty, E. James, c.e.
superior academic rating.
'44 (July) Mitchell, William S.,
Before entering the service Lt. m.e.
Col. Bennett was assistant professor
'44 Hanes, James H., ch.e.
of military science here at Rose.
x-'44 Tingley, Floyd E., c.e.
Harry J. Halberstadt, e.e.,
x-'45 Wehle, John P., e.e.
has been promoted to the
rank of lieutenant colonel Birth
in the Army Air Forces. Lt. Col.
Carol Ann Booth, daughter of
Halberstadt has been serving over- Ruth and Bill Booth was born
seas for 30 months and following January 14, 1945.
his return to the Caribbean theatre
of war after a 30-day leave here, Death
Austermiller, John A., m.e., '90,
notice was received of his advancement in rank.
died of a heart attack' suffered in
Captain John E. White- the waiting room of a downtown
sell, m.e., who has been physician's office here in Terre
in the hospital for a Haute.
month has returned to his work at
For several years Mr. AusterArsenal.
miller was storekeeper-gauger in
the rnw11.
(Feb.) Thomas writes the Internal Revenue Department.
from Germany that he is He left this position to serve as asin the same unit with sistant city engineer during the late
Weinhardt of the same administration of the late Mayor
and
Pipp
class.
Hunter, 1918-1922. In 1923 he was
Lt. Harris R. Karns named Terre Haute postmaster. He
is in Sydney, Austra- later returned to the Internal Revlia, on a rest leave, enue Department and remained
recuperating from severe burns re- there until three years ago when
ceived in helping rescue some of his he retired.

'37
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This Newest Locomotive
is Powered Like a Battleship
I
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LONG AGO successfully developed by Westinghouse for
ocean vessels, the steam turbine has now been harnessed
as a brand new type of smooth, efficient motive power for
modern railroad locomotives.

THE WESTINGHOUSE steam turbine in the Pennsylvania
Railroad's new direct-drive locomotive is no bigger than
a household electric refrigerator—yet it will haul long
passenger trains with ease.

P 17111
10
I ow
OWL'

THE POWER-PACKED locomotive turbine is a descendant
of giant Westinghouse turbines which generate much of
the electricity used today. The great expansion of electric
power began with these turbines.
THE RAILROADS are developing a dazzling new kind
of transportation for the future. The latest and most
dramatic improvement is steam turbine power,which gives
the Iron Horse "new lungs."
To help produce this new locomotive, the Pennsylvania Railroad, a long-time pioneer in transportation
improvements, turned to Westinghouse and the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Working as a team, these companies have produced this latest in a great line of

THE VELVETY FLOW of power from this 6,900 horsepower
steam turbine locomotive will make trains run with extra
smoothness and is a major contribution to finer transportation for the future.
steam locomotives—descended from "Old Ironsides,"
built by Matthias Baldwin in 1832. Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

estinghouse

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

Westinghouse presents: JOHN CHARLES THOMAS —Sunday 2:30 pm, EWT, NBC
MARCH, 1945
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sentences, tying a bow knot and
answering "comprehension questions
while boys are better at
arithmetical reasoning, solving the
fIrm board, anaking change, and
sIlving the "induction test". These
facts bear out the observation that
girls are better in school suI- English and social studies, while
II ys excel in mathematics and
ence. Of course, exceptions can always be found, but on the average
this observation is true.
There are many claims made about
the mental superiority of one race
over another, but there is no concrete evidence to substantiate this
contention. Although the Stanford
revision shows a marked difference
in the IQ of various races, it must
be remembered that these tests were
designed to measure the intelligence
of the native white population of the
United States, and the environment
of children of other races is quite
different even though they may reside in this country.

Studies have also been made concerning the change in IQ with the
onset of age. These studies show a
gradual decrease in IQ amounting to
Group intelligence tests are usual5 or 10 points up to the age of sixty
ly scored on a point scale rather
years after which the decline is more
than on an age scale, although Otis
sharply defined. Let us point out
has figured a method whereby the
again that these statements are based
point scores on his exams can be
on the results of thousands of cases,
converted into IQ. There is a great
and many exceptions can be found.
deal of discussion even among
Many people are confused about
nent psychologists as to whether the
the
purpose and value of these inpoint scale or the age scale is better.
telligence
tests. Their results show
There is also much controversy
a
high
correlation
with scholastic
over the difference in IQ's between
success;
thus,
by
using
these tests to
the sexes. Results of tests have been
discover
the
mental
power
of chilgraphed and these graphs show that
dren,
the
schools
can
better
tell
girls have a small edge up to the age
of fourteen after which the males which child should be advanced bemove ahead but there is never a yond his own age level and which
difference greater than 1 to 3 IQ should be retarded. It must be kept
points at any age. All the facts, in mind that mistakes can be made
figures, and arguments boil down to in giving and scoring the tests so
gment should not be made on the
IIhis simple statement. There is prob- juI
I.
sis
of the results of the IQ test
ably no difference in the IQ's of the
alone.
male as compared to the female, and
Next month we will publish a
if there is, it is too small to be of
any consequence. This is the opinion continuation of this topic, laying the
stress on "scholastic aptitude tests",
of many experts on the subject.
It has been proved, however, that college entrance examinations, and
girls do better at such test questions tests for the selection of engineering
as sentence completion, repeating apprentices.
ATICPN

Pittsburqh,Pci.

INTELLIGENCE ETC.
(Continued from Page 3)
by the United States Army
II
during the first World War. They
created what was known as the army
alpha and beta tests. The alpha test
was a written test with various tyI•f problems, analogies, etc. This type
of test has become very familiar to
most students. The beta test was designed to be used for the illiterate
and for the immigrant who could not
read or write English. It I• •1
of pictures to be completed by drawing in the missing parts, mazes to be
solved, and XO series to be continued such as X0X0X0X—or
XXOXX•X00XX•XX 000
The results of these army tests are
interesting to study mainly because
of the large proportion of the population which took them.
Many other group intelligence
tests have been devised. Among
them is the Otis test, the KuhlmanAnderson test, and the psychological
examination of the American Council of Education.
Page 20
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LIGHT ON THE

Keeping Navy searchlight reflectors
spotlessly clean is an unending job.
The Haynes Stellite alloy,from which
many reflectors are made, is so hard
that constant cleaning and polishing
will not mar its surface.

RISMIG SUN

UNCLE SAM'S NAVY has the most efficient searchlights
on the Seven Seas. They are so powerful that one of
them measuring 24 inches across can shoot a beam of
light through 23 miles of inky darkness.
The reflectors of these searchlights are made of an
alloy perfected and produced by HAYNEs STELLITE
COMPANY, a Unit of UCC.
The Navy is using this Haynes Stellite alloy for several reasons. It will not shatter from shock of gunfire.
It has high resistance to corrosion by salt air, salt spray,
powder and sulfur fumes. It withstands the terrific heat
of the arc light—and hot particles of copper and carbon
from the electrodes do not cause it to pit and lose its

reflectivity. Searchlight reflectors are indicative of the
many applications to which Haynes Stellite alloys—with
their unique combinations of properties — can bring
more efficient performance.

Haynes Stellite alloys have long been used for scientific mirrors,
surgical and dental instruments and other equipment requiring
great resistance to corrosion, wear and heat. Unending research
by UCC is constantly adding to the variety of these alloys. They
can be produced in many exacting shapes—in quantity—and delivered ready for assembly without further finishing.
Consulting engineers, production managers, educators and
designers are invited to send for booklet P-3 describing the
properties of Haynes Stellite alloys.

BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

UNION

CARBIDE

AND

CARBON

CORPORATION

30 East 42nd Street [RA New York 17, N. Y.
Principal Units in the United States and their Products
ALLOYS AND METALS— Electro Metallurgical Company, Haynes Stellite Company, Kemet Laboratories Company, Inc., United States Vanadium Corporation
PLASTICS —Bakelite Corporation
ELECTRODES, CARBONS & BATTERIES—National Carbon Company, Inc.
CHEMICALS — Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation
INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE —The Linde Air Products Company,The Oxweld Railroad Service Company,The Prest-O-Lite Company, Ina.

CONCRETE-PIERCING
(Continued from Page 5)
and there explode with its full force.
The high explosive would do the
only a fuze could be
built that would achieve this penetrati011. . . . that would not only solve
the anti-concrete shell production
problem but it would make every
high explosive shell a potential anticoncrete round.
Working day and night, Aberdeen
draftsmen and machinists made such
a fuze with Col. Cave and Maj.Pp
R. Haskell of the Design and Development Section supervising its
construction. There was plenty of
midnight sessions of sweat and toil.
It was a bitter cold January day
when the first tests were made.
Biting winds and flurries of snow
swept up the winter-dulled Chesapeake Bay and across Gunpowder
river to the field where the silent
pillboxes lay in sinister rows.
Shells whined into the dark concrete. Huge gray dust clouds obscured the pillboxes from tile observers. Large guns and small roared
and re-echoed across the placid river

at the so-called impregnable walls.
When the smoke had cleared, concrete walls, as thick as a man is tall,
had crumbled to dust. The impregnable wall was no longer impregnable. The little fuze, no bigger than
the palm of a man's hand, proved to
be the David that could knock out a
Goliath.
It wasn't as easy as that. Scores
of tests and studies had to be made.
There were improvements that had
to be made. Time and test solved
these problems and taught the best
methods of attack including the best
guns to be used for each problem.
But the impregnable wall had
been licked and Aberdeen Proving
Ground had proven once again that
it can lick any ordnance problem
our enemies can produce—secret or
otherwise.
Today on the shores of this peaceful Maryland countryside, there is
only a heap of rubble where there
were once simulated German pillboxes. Aberdeen officers and workers scarcely stop to look at them.
But on the desk of Col. George G.
Eddy, Director of this worlds great-

est Ordnance Research and Development Center, there are daily reports
from the fighting front. As Col. Eddy
reads them he looks out across his
huge center toward vacant fields a
few miles away. He thinks of the
rubble there. He knows there on a
shell-scarred field, a great 'battle
was won.

V5 AND V52
(Continued from Page 8)
but since this is faster than the speed
of sound, no audible warning is
given.
The V-2 rocket is a wingless, 46foot cylinder tapered to a point at
the front. A set of 10-foot tail fins
helps to direct and stabilize flight.
Its weight is given as 12 to 15 tons,
of which only one ton is explosives.
A very large part of the weight of
tV e rocket-9 tons or more—is
devoted to fuel and liquid oxygen. The
warhead is at the front of the rocket
with the control unit immediately
behind it. Then come two large
tanks, one for alcohol and one for
(Continued on Page 24)

Louisville Bridge & Iron
Company
Incorporated 1865

Engineers, Fabricators and Erectors of Steel Bridges,
Steel Buildings
Stock Steel for Prompt Shipment
DO YOUR PART

BUY MORE WAR 130NDS

Offices: 1 1 th and Oak Streets
Louisville
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to destroy'em you hovel° see ens
Microscopes are gunsights in Medicine's
battle on bacteria.
Optical microscopes, however, were not
powerfulenough to"draw an accurate bead"
on the deadly virus that caused influenza.
But today, medical men have seen what
no optical microscope could bring into
focus— the infinitesimal influenza virus that
previously had lain craftily camouflaged
among larger cells.
This revelation came about through the
Electron Microscope, developed by scientists at RCA Laboratories. And now,having
been seen, influenza may be forced to unthe lives of
av
conditional surrender, sing
year.
each
thousands
Here is but one facet of the genius shown
I y scientists behind RCA research ...the
MARcH, 1945

"ever-onward" research that saves lives or
creates a better radio with equal skill...
the "there-when-you-need-it" research that
gave super-secret equipment to the United
the "way-ahead" research that
goes into everything made by RCA.
When you buy an RCA radio or phonograph or television set or any RCA product,
you get a great satisfaction ... enjoy a
tmique pride of ownership in knowing that
you possess the very finest instrument of its
lcind that science has yet achieved.

They see what human eyes
have never seen before!
Drs. Arthur Vance and James Hillier,
scientists at RCA Laboratories, with Mr.
E. W. Engstrom, Research Director
(standing), examine the RCA Electron
Microscope that has useful magnification up to 100,000 diameters, revealing
unseen new worlds to the eyes of man.

RAD/0 CORPORATION of AMERICA
P IONEERS IN

PROGRESS
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V-1 AND V-2
(Continued from Page 22)
liquid oxygen. Pipes from these
tanks lead to a turbine and pump
assembly, where the alcohol and
oxygen are mixed and sprayed
through 18 jets into the combustion
chamber. Small amounts of permanganate and hydrogen peroxide are
also added to control the reaction.
Combustion is started with an electric spark before launching and is
continuous. Steam and carbon dioxide, formed at enormous temperatures and pressures, are projected at
high velocity through the nozzle at
the back of the rocket. The thrust
created is equal to about twice the
original weight of the rocket. This
accounts for the enormous speed developed by the rocket. The heat of
the combustion is so great that alcohol must be circulated through
jackets around the combustion chamber to cool it.
When the rocket lands, its impact
from the high speed drives the nose
about 30 feet into the ground, leaving 20 feet of the rocket above the

Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service
Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements

ground. The explosion is therefore
localized, although tremendous damage is inflicted in the immediate
vicinity. The crater is about 30 feet
deep and 30 feet wide.
There has been much speculation
about the influence of V-1 and V-2
upon warfare. At present, it seems
likely that they are ineffective except against very congested areas
such as those found in England and
Japan. V-1 and V-2, especially the
latter, are incapable of precision
bombing. Another shortcoming is
their high fuel consumption, even
over short ranges. These disadvantages are compensated, however, by
two advantages: (1) they provide
an all-weather bombing fleet which
entails no risk to valuable military
equipment, since they are designed
to be used only once, and (2) they
may be built cheaply and quickly
with no emphasis on durability. It
is probable that types of V-1 and
V-2 bombs will become a supplement to air forces rather than a
separate striking arm.

RESEARCH & DEVELOP.
(Continued from Page 13)

at reasonable prices

Prompt Personal Service
Choice Flowers

THE BLOSSOM SHOP
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Telephone Crawford 3828
113 North 7th Street, Terre Haute, Ind.

Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.

are all moriel metal while the body
of the pump is made of bronze.
Only one electric motor is required
for the stem to stern rocking, since
the transfer of 150 tons of water
fore and aft is at a rate about four
times slower than pumping the water
from side to side. An automatic timing device assures that the motors
will be switched from a forward to
a reverse direction on time.
For each of the five ice breakers,

FISCHER'S

•ENGRAVINGS

Auto Supply
Stores

•DESIGNING
•PHOTOSTATS

140 North 6th St.

TE
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Auto Accessories and
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329 OHIO ST. 901-3 WABASH AVE.
YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NOTHING UNTOLD
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Courtesy Wheeling Steel Corporation

FLAME STITCHING COVERALLS FOR ARTILLERY SHELLS
protection against corother surface damage
and
rosion
journey to our global
long
during their
is encased in a
shell
Each
lines.
firing
that pre"coverall"
container—a
metal
the long
on
traveler
lethal
serves the
post.
artillery
to
trip from arsenal

S

HELLS need

Automatic oxyacetylene flame welding machines perform the main tailoring
operation in producing these metal
shell-containers. Open seam tubes that

have been formed from flat metal
sheets are placed into each of ten
identical weldihg machines; two of
which are shown above. Then at the
push of a button, all ten torches move
as one, automatically stitching up the
open seams. The operation takes only
a miliute . . . and the seams are tight
and permanent.
This mechanical welding operation—
developed in wartime by Airco Engineers—presents interesting opportunities for postwar manufacturing. It

combines unusual speed with a high degree of weld uniformity, features that
make for increased economy and reduced rejects
For additional information on Airco
oxyacetylene flame and electric arc
processes, write for a free copy of
the interesting publication "Airco in
the News". Address your request to
Dept. CP, Air Reduction, 60 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N.Y.
*BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS*

AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY
MAGNOLIA AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO.
NATIONAL CARBIDE CORPORATION
PURE CARBONIC, INCORPORATED
THE OHIO CHEMICAL & MFG. CO.
WILSON WELDER & METALS CO., INC.

AIRCO

AIR REDUCTION
60 EAST 42nd STREET

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

OXYGEN, ACETYLENE AND OTHER ATMOSPHERIC GASES • GAS WELDING AND CUTTING APPARATUS • CALCIUM CARBIDE
ARC WELDING MACHINES AND SUPPLIES • CARBON DIOXIDE • "DRY ICE" • ANAESTHETIC AND THERAPEUTIC GASES AND APPARATUS
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stats go into action
when the helmsman turns the
steering wheel and
transmit electrically the helmsman's guiding
hand directly to
the rudder.
The new breakers are known as
the "American
type" because of
their special bow
—Cut Courtesy General Electric
propeller for ice
projectiles
for
Thunderbolt
receives
a
load
of
Here a P-47
its half dozen rocket launchers making the plane one of the breaking. Origindeadliest weapons of war.
ally developed in
1888 for ice breakfour generators supply the electrical ing on the Great Lakes, the
power feeding shipboard auxiliaries, bow propeller has been adopted by
including the rocking device, and practically all European countries as
all the electrical propulsion and elec- an important weapon to conquer ice.
Unlike conventional propulsion protrical steering equipment.
Instead of conventional hydraulic pellers—located in the stern of a
types of steering gears, which re- ship—which push the water behind
quire high pressure pumps, the a boat to propel it, the bow propeller
breakers are equipped with elec- churns the water ahead of the cuttrical, direct-drive steering gears. ters.
All five ice breakers, each of 5,000
The heart of this new unit is a pair
regulate
tons
to
devices
displacement, are expected to
rheostats,
or
of
One
current.
undergo
trials soon. In preparation
electric
of
the flow
house
pilot
for
the
putting
the craft into regular
rheostat is located in
and the other is located below in service 50 electrician's mates asthe steering-gear room. The rheo- signed to the ships spent seven weeks
Ci
w
El

Bresett Grocery Co., Inc.
C-6051
12th and Wabash
Free Delivery

Compliments of
WILLIAM L. WHITE
CONCRETE CONTRACTOR

CAMPUS SURVEY
(Continued from Page 16)
Brother Duggins left recently for
the Merchant Marine Cadet School
at San Francisco. All the brothers
wish Brother Duggins the best of
luck.
A stag party was held on Saturday, February 3, at the house. As
usual there was a large turnout by
the members of the chapter and the
student body of Rose.
The chapter was happy to learn
that Brother Bob Penno will return
to school next term. Brother Penno
was forced to drop out of school a
few months ago because of a serious
illness.
Recent visitors to the house included Brothers Joyce and Kays.

D and H LAUNDRY

Wholesale and Retail

El
LJ

studying the ice breaker rocking
motors and controls, steering gears
and main propulsion equipment.
The four breakers destined for sea
duty, built at the Western Pipe and
Steel Company shipyards in Los
Angeles, California have been named
the Northwing, Eastwing, Southwing
and Westwing. The Great Lakes
breaker, built at the Toledo, Ohio
Shipbuilding Company, has been
named the Mackinaw.

and
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It tells lightning where to go...

117EMEMBER in "the good old days"
1-t- how often you were without electric

power for hours after a severe electric
storm?
Among the many reasons why you get
almost uninterrupted service today is this
glass gadget that looks like an over-size
salt shaker. When lightning hits a line,
the lightning arrester whisks the harmful
jolt into the ground in a split second.And
the line goes back to normal operation.
The lightning arrester body is built by
Corning out of a special Corning-developed glass. It's tough, and it will change

MARCH, 1945

your opinion ofglass ifyou always thought
of it as a frail, brittle material.You'll find
hundreds of such surprises at Corning
today. Glass pumps, for example, and
heavy glass fractionating columns for
chemical industries. Airfield runway
marker lenses capable of bearing the
weight of a plane. Corrosion - resistant
glass pipe for the food and other industries. These are just a few of the jobs that
glass can do better than other
materials, thanks to Corning's
nearly 100 years of glass-making
experience. Corning, like every-

f

body else, is deep in war work today.But
after the war keep your eye on glass as a
new pioneering material for industry and
on Corning as the outfit that knows glass.
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

WINING
means
Research in Glass
Page 27

Sly
Droolings
Some people can drink beer just
as well sittin' down as they can
standin' up. But most cannot stand
up so well after they have been
drinkin' sittin' down as they can
sit after drinkin' standin' up.

Al: "There's a fellow who is going places."
Pal: "Ambitious fellow, is he?"
Al: "No, his wife is out of town."

Stranger: "I've come out here to
make an honest living."
Native: "Well, there's not much
competition."
A man can spend a lifetime gaining experience and acquiring wisdom . . . and become a damned fool
in just one minute.
Pvt.: "I'm not on guard tonight,
girlie."
Gal: "But I am, soldier."

He: "Wow, look at that picture
of Hedy Lamarr!"
She: "What's Hedy got that I
haven't got?"
He: "Nothing, only you've had
yours a lot longer."
If ever you are miserable because
you don't know where he is, cheer
up; you might be more miserable if
you knew.
Sentry: "Who goes there?"
Major: "Major Jones."
Sentry: "I can't let you proceed
without the password, sir."
Major: "Drat it, man I've forgotten it. You know me well enough."
Sentry: "Must have the password."
Voice from guardhouse: "Don't
stand there arguing all night; shoot
'em."

Some very mean man has said:
"There are three kinds of women:
the beautiful, the intelligent, and the
majority."

Rookie: "You can't fool me; I
know they have no potato peeling
machine in this man's army."
Sergeant: "Yeah, smart guy, we
have and you're the latest model."

Girls used to hide their tans; now
they tan their hides.

Righteous indignation, according
to one definition, is being mad without cussing.

When you question your wife's
judgment, stop to remember that
she married you.

"I don't believe in Darwin's "This is a funny world,
Its wonders never cease;
theory of evolution."
wosome
All 'civilized' people are at war.
"Neither do I. I think
of
All savages are at peace."
man made the first monkey out
man."
Three salesmen were sitting in a
you
so
bad
once
having a few rounds of beer.
isn't
life
tavern,
Married
your
to see a woman drink
wife
"I
what
hate
eat
get so you can
alone," said the liquor salesman.
likes.
"I hate to see a woman eat alone,"
"The trouble with so many people added the grocery salesman.
The mattress salesman remained
in trying times is that they quit
like a gentleman.
quiet,
trying."
firm
the
wrote
glad,"
be
"We shall
Singer Rose Marie says a girl
to the War Manpower Board, "if
this
doesn't mind losing her heart to a
you can assist us in retaining
man a little longer. He is the only man, but she hates to have him start
man left in the firm, and is carrying searching for it!
on with fifteen girls."
Joe E. Lewis defined a banker as
a
man who will lend you money
"
Visitors always make us happy;
if
you can prove to him that you
some when they come and the others
don't need it."
when they go.

Woodrow Wilson, master of political prose, was a diplomat in his
personal correspondence, too. With a
box of flowers to Mrs. Galt, later
Mrs. Wilson, he sent a card:
"You are the only woman I know
who can wear an orchid. Generally
it is the orchid that wears the woman."

"I won't get married until I find
a girl like the one that grandpa
married."
"Huh! They don't have women
like that today."
"That's funny! Grandpa only married her yesterday."
Page 28
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REMOTE CONTROL
E'S a gunner on a Boeing Superfortress. And there's a Jap plane framed in his sight. As he
swings around, tracking the Jap, the low steel-lidded turret which may be yards away
—also turns. It follows his movements, and the guns raise and lower. And by pressing a button
under his thumb, he can fire a fatal barrage.
But those guns don't point where he's aiming. For tied in between him and the guns is the
G-E electronic-mechanical computer. It makes corrections for lead, windage, distance, parallax.
By flicking a switch, he can take over the control of up to three turrets. That leaves the B-29
protected on all sides—no blind spots for enemy attack!
•

H

\•

NO SALE
HIS satisfied television set owner—one of several
hundred envied people in the SchenectadyAlbany-Troy area—hangs on to his receiver in spite
of heavy demands for used sets. He enjoys the programs telecast from the G-E station,WRGB,and looks
forward to even better entertainment after the war.
When postwar sets are made available, their owners
will enjoy a diversity of programs. The picture of
probable television developments, drawn by G-E
engineers, shows interesting changes. There will be
television wireless networks, made possible by the
G-E "lighthouse tube," which utilizes ultra-high
frequency radio beams for sending programs from one
point to another. And then there will be smaller stations—known as satellites—to carry programs from
centrally located master stations to the folks down
on the farm.

T

CATCHING SNOWFLAKES
" -NOSSILIZING" snowflakes is a fascinating hobby
ju for Vincent Schaefer of the G-E Research Laboratory. But more than that, it's part of a critical
war program. His technique for making replicas of
snowflakes can be applied to other things, like metals
needed for analysis.
It would be possible to get pictures of metal surfaces with a powerful electron microscope, except for
one problem. The electron microscope relies on having
a stream of electrons pass through the sample, and
no way has been found to make a slice of metal thin
enough to be transparent to an electron stream.
Thanks to Mr. Schaefer's innovation a very thin
plastic reproduction of the metal is used. That's
placed under the electron microscope, and then the
analyst gets to work. General Electric Company,
Schenectady 5, New York.

Hear the G-E radio programs: "The G-E All-girl Orchestra," Sunday 10 p.m. EWT, NBC—"The World Today" news,
Monday through Friday, 6:45 p.m. EWT, CBS—"The G-E House Party," Monday through Friday 4:00 p.m. EWT,CBS.
The best investment in the world is in this country's future. Keep all the Bonds

you

Buy.

GENERAL 6 ELECTlitc

•

Yes, it's a lasting friendship ... well-earned
by Chesterfield's thrcc top qualities ...
MILDNESS * BETTER TASTE
COOLER SMOKING

And when your G. I. Joe steps out of khaki into a
blue pin-stripe and he's home for keeps, you'll again
enjI y Chesterfields together and agree that nothing
measures up to their...
RIGHT COMBINATION * WORLD'S BEST TOBACCOS

Copyright 1945, LIGGETT &

MYERs

TOBACCO CO.

